
ASDAlcoMate Prestige
Model: AL6000

Thanks to the field replaceable pre-calibrated sensor module, 
you will never have to send in your breathalyzer for calibration.

The AlcoMate Prestige breathalyzer comes with an innovative and patent pending technology 
that allows users to re-calibrate their breathalyzer without the need for shipping their device 
to ASD for calibration as often as every 6 months to a year.  Prestige users themselves can now 
swap the sensor module with a factory pre-calibrated module and save not only on cost but
also more importantly they eliminate the risk of being without their breathalyzer while it is out 
for calibration.

The sensor swapping is an ideal solution for all users, especially for clinical users, field officers, or 
for devices on board a vessel in the open sea. Now vessel operators and clinics can have their 
breathalyzer always ready and always accurate for immediate alcohol testing.

The pre calibrated, field replaceable sensor has  eliminated delays  and complications
of recalibration by  allowing  users  to  simply  "snap out"  an  old  sensor and "snap in" 
a new one. Restoring a reliable and accurate testing unit takes only a matter of seconds.

Why do pre-calibrated sensors make the 
AL6000 better than the competition?

      No Calibration Required!
      Easy-Replace Sensor Modules
      Large 3-Digit Decimal Display
      Active Pressure Sensor
      Deep-Lung Air Sampling
      Cumulative Test Counter
      Audible Alerts /  Low Battery Indicator
      Auto Power Off

Features
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Sensor: Oxide Semiconductor
Material: Si lver or Red w/black Trim

Power: 1.5v AA Batteries  x2 (Included)

Breath Sampling Time: ~5 seconds

Recalibration Need:
None* (*replaceable sensors  should be 
replaced every 300 tests  or at least 
annual ly)

Mouthpieces: Advanced Disposable Mouthpieces
Operational Range: 0 to 0.40%BAC
Display 3-Digi t Decimal  Ul tra  Bright LCD Display
Sensor Accuracy: +/- 0.01 at 0.05%
Size: 137 mm x 73 mm x 44 mm
Weight: 1.8 ounces  (w/o batteries )

Technical Specifications

       AlcoMate Prestige Unit
       Hard Carrying Case (perfect for the field)
       Carrying Pouch
       5 Mouthpieces
       Hand Strap
       2 AA Batteries
       Retail Box
       User's Guide

Package Contents:


